por tugese infusion
“Per square metre in Clerkenwell you’ll get
more designers and people involved in fashion
than anywhere else in the world,” Ken Mackay
of Clerkenwell-based architecture and interior
design firm Mackay and Partners tells me.
This statistic hides the story of a fascinating transformation. Clerkenwell,
in the central London borough of Islington, has undergone a revival
in the past two decades: traditional home of breweries, smelters and
printers, it is now better known for its abundance of fine restaurants,
busy nightlife and thriving arts and design scene.
Where the artists, designers and other professionals go – the
restaurants will follow. And it was Ken Mackay’s own friendship with
Portuguese restaurateur and wine expert Antonio Correia that led
him into another fruitful Clerkenwell partnership.
Passionate about the food and wine of his native country, Correia
was already running one restaurant in Clerkenwell when he decided
to open an establishment serving Portuguese dishes with a distinctly
modern twist: this became Portal, at 88 St John Street.

Words: Kevin Flanagan and Ben Murnane / Photography: Matt Munro
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Correia turned to Mackay to create the interior and an ambiance to
complement his exquisite Iberian cuisine, and Mackay and other local
businessmen became co-owners and stakeholders in Correia’s labour
of love.
“One day Ken and I went out for a bite and we were talking about the
restaurant design,” explains Correia. “Ken asked for a sheet of paper
and they gave him a large paper tablecloth. He started drawing the
whole design upside down on the tablecloth in front of me – I had
never seen anything like it! I still have that tablecloth.”
A number of challenges faced Mackay and Partners as they redesigned
the space that would become Portal. The building is a Grade 2 listed
building, which limited what could be done; a previous restaurant had
occupied the space and performed well initially, but then had lost a lot
of business and was forced to close down.
“I’m a great believer that there has to be a solution to any problem,”
remarks Mackay. Mackay and Partners have been involved in major
architectural and interior projects throughout the UK and Europe,
and won a number of international awards. “Given the fabric and the
character of what we were given,” Mackay says of Portal, “you have to
enhance that and use that to your advantage.”
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Eighty-eight St John Street dates back to the Georgian era and the
1750s; for a couple of hundred years it belonged to a paint distributors,
who made and mixed paints onsite and sold them out of a shop at
the front. Between the first and second world wars a warehouse was
built at the back, which now houses the kitchen and the main dining
room of Portal. The rear courtyard was converted into a glasshouse
by the building’s previous occupiers, who did considerable internal
refurbishment as well.
“When we got a hold of it I worked very closely with the conservation
officer and agreed that we could modify quite a bit of the interior,”
Mackay elaborates. “We removed the kitchen and pushed it back. The
ladies’ toilets used to be in the back corner of the restaurant – we
stripped them out and extended the kitchen, but left a big enough
space to have our wine cellar and private dining area. So, the design is
a bit more open plan.”
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There are four main spaces at Portal: the tapas bar at the front
leads to the main dining area, which flows through to the beautiful
conservatory. Private dining rooms are located off the main dining
room. “What we tried to do is improve the flow of the restaurant,
so there’s progression,” says Mackay. There is now a direct line of
sight from the bar to the conservatory. The restaurant is deceptively
large: as you move from the bar to the dining areas Portal opens
itself up; the artful planting at the rear, carefully placed mirrors, and
the light gushing in from the floor-to-ceiling windows which line the
conservatory – whether sunlight during the day or electric at night –
only add to the sense of space.
The intent was not so much to create a feel of Portugal – Portuguese
design is “much more rustic”, says Mackay – rather simply a relaxed
environment with warmth and character. Nevertheless, there are nods
to Portugal; the tableware is by Portuguese company Spal Porcelain
SA and the silverware and tapas dishes were sourced in Portugal
by Correia, while the stone floor in the glasshouse is imported
Portuguese limestone sets.
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Correia remarks that a restaurant should make people instantly feel
welcome when they enter : “When people come in I would like them
to feel at home right away.”
“We wanted it to be a local restaurant for local people,” says Mackay,
“so that warmth and character was very important. The building is
a warehouse-type loft, so it’s all natural materials. All the windows
were recycled from hidden and found windows onsite and the original
air conditioning system was exposed to maximise the floor-to-ceiling
height.
“We exposed a lot more of the brickwork that was there originally.
The warmth comes from that and the planting by McQueens, and
the lighting levels.” The feature ball suspended light fittings and the
freestanding lights are by Dutch company Moooi, while the suspended
light fittings in the bar are by FLOS, as are the counter fittings. Soft,
dark tones are evoked by the stained herringbone maple floors in the
restaurant and bar, and the green Chinese slate floor of the middle
restaurant and toilets. Where the brickwork isn’t on view, the neutral
backdrop of white plaster walls displays the artwork – ranging from
framed Portuguese and French wine labels from Correia’s private
collection, to prints provided by local company Fletcher Frames. The
conservatory is adorned with works by Roy Oxlade. The stylish tables
and chairs in the restaurant are by Austrian company Bene, while the
chic black bar stools are Italian, with the bench in the bar by Draide
from Viaduct Furniture.
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Despite Correia’s and Mackay’s unassuming desire to create a local
restaurant for local people – their friends and colleagues – the sheer
style and class of Portal, not to mention the incomparable cuisine,
has attracted visitors not just from Clarkenwell but far beyond. Not
a few celebrity diners have stopped by for a first-class meal in supercomfortable surroundings: Cheryl and Ashley Cole, José Mourinho,
Helen Mirren and Alan Rickman among many others.
If an international flavour is apparent in the design, the same is
certainly true of the cuisine: it is authentic Portuguese food with an
international influence and twist, both in the cooking styles and the
infusions of flavours. Signature dishes include traditional Portuguese
bacalhau or salted cod, and braised bisaro, a particular type of Iberian
pig. The bisaro meat is marinated for 12-16 hours in red wine and a
variety of vegetables – onion, leek, carrot, beetroot, garlic and piripiri – then slow-cooked overnight to perfection. Served with sweet
potato chips and pea mash with Madeira sauce, the bisaro at Portal is
something quite special.
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The wine list, like the menu, is always in progress – evolving and
growing with new variety. Correia is a member of Confraria do Vinho
do Porto (the Royal Port Society) and travels to Portugal several
times a year to sample and buy new bottles for the restaurant. Some
of France’s and Spain’s finest is to be found on the extensive list, but
of course the majority holding belongs to Portuguese wines, from
beginner’s options right up to top premium bottles. Especially well
represented is Douro Valley-based winery Quinta do Portal – from
which Portal derives its name.
“I borrowed from my friends – with their permission of course!”
Correia smiles. “The word portal suggests a doorway, something
welcoming – that’s the idea behind the name.”
With sumptuous, sophisticated yet accessible food, served in a subtly
beautiful setting, Portal is raising the profile of Portuguese cuisine in
London and beyond. The design is clearly a big part of the restaurant’s
success, creating an atmosphere that only enhances the dining
experience.
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No wonder, then, that Correia has kept for posterity that paper
tablecloth with the upside down drawing.

Kevin Flanagan and Ben Murnane are editor and assistant editor of the
Irish Independent LoveFood magazine.
www.portalrestaurant.com
www.mackayandpartners.co.uk
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